
CHEVROLET CORVETTE AND CORVETTE SALES GM

The Chevrolet Corvette, colloquially known as the Vette or Chevy Corvette, is a historically front With a large inventory
of unsold models, GM limited production to for With the new V8, the 0â€“60 mph time improved by .

In , a fuel-injected engine returned, and a final C3 tribute Collectors Edition featured an exclusive, opening
rear window hatch. Click Chat Now or call to speak to a Concierge or schedule an appointment.
Racing-Inspired Steering Wheel Designed for maximum visibility and comfort, this flat-top and flat-bottom
steering wheel includes large paddle shifters, audio controls, a Z-Mode button and more. After several years of
weight increases, Corvettes were lighter as engineers trimmed both body and chassis weight. To assist sales of
the mid-engine Corvette, GM launched an online reservation program. The automaker has confirmed it has
designed the basic eighth-generation platform with battery drive technology in mind. Because of the Corvette's
former use of cubic-inch big blocks in the lates and early s, the LS7's size was rounded down to cubic inches.
This engine featured reverse-flow cooling the heads were cooled before the block , which allowed for a higher
compression ratio of  It also weighed less than the C4. Factor in the lower price of the Camaro across the
board compared to the Corvette, and you've got a bunch of bargains out there. The new model was basically
an LS3 equipped Z06 with a steel frame instead of aluminum. Only 45 Z07 were built in  Styling changed
subtly throughout the generation until for the car's 25th anniversary. R, is powered by a 5. The front headlights
were also redone, deleting the traditional "pop-up" headlights, opting for a more modern look. R eventually
opts for some form of battery-based driveline, as well. That puts GM on pace to sell less than 20, units for a
second-consecutive year and marks five-straight years of declining sales. The Sting Ray's independent rear
suspension was successfully adapted for the new-for Chevrolet Corvair , which solved the quirky handling
problems of that unique rear-engine compact. It was designed to help the Corvette meet U. Patrick T.
Pre-order Connect with a Corvette Concierge From discovery through delivery, we are here for you every step
of the way. Another rare '63 and '64 option was the Z06 competition package, which offered stiffer
suspension, bigger, multi-segment lined brakes with finned drums, and more. This dropped weight from to
pounds while improving chassis stiffness.


